This is the second in a series of papers on the analytic continuation of the holomorphic discrete series. In this paper necessary and sufficient conditions for unitarizability are given in the case of line bundles. The foundations for the vector valued case are begun.
1. Introduction. In Wallach [8] it was shown that the representations of the holomorphic discrete series of a simply connected, connected, simple Lie group, G, "analytically continue" to give new unitary representations. In Wallach [8] the extent of this continuation was determined for the universal covering group of SU{n, 1) and the holomorphic discrete series of SU{n, 1) corresponding to homogeneous line bundles over the unit ball in C". In this paper we solve the same problem for arbitrary G (as above) admitting holomorphic discrete series. We note that the sufficiency of the condition of Corollary 5 .11 has been proved by Rossi and Vergue by very different methods (using techniques of [6] ). They also conjectured the necessity.
This paper is quite algebraic in nature. It is more in the spirit of HarishChandra [1] than the first paper in this series. In this paper we complete the circle of ideas of Harish-Chandra [1] by giving a proof of Theorem 3 of [1] which is in the spirit of [1] . In [1] a proof is not given. It is deferred to [2] where the full theory of the holomorphic discrete series is used.
One of the main motivations for studying the analytic continuation of the holomorphic discrete is to prove vanishing theorems for (0, p) cohomology of compact, locally symmetric, Kahler manifolds. (See Hotta-Wallach [4] .) That is if a certain value of the continuing parameter does not correspond to a unitary representation then a (0, p) Betti number is zero. Of course, one needs to study more general holomorphic discrete series than is studied in this paper. The general case will be studied in later papers in this series.
2. Some structural lemmas. Let g be a simple Lie algebra over the reals (R). Let g = f © p be a Cartan decomposition of g (cf. Helgason [3] or Wallach [9] ). We assume that [f, f] = f, =*= f. If b# c f is a maximal abelian subalgebra of f then b* is a Cartan subalgebra of g. Let gc, fc, pc, b denote the respective complexifications of g, f, p and Fj,. Let H G b be such that f = RiH © f,.
Then (as is well known, see Helgason [3] ) we may assume that ad H\p has two eigenvalues ± 1. Let A be the root system of (gc, b). Let AK = {a G A|ga C ie} (a" = {X G gc|(A, X] = a{h)X for h G f,}). Then AK = [a <E A\a{H) = 0). Let Ap = {« G A|ga c Pc).
Let Hx = H, H2,..., H, be a basis of bR = [h G f)|a(A) G R for all a G A}. Order bjj lexicographically relative to this ordered basis. Let A+ be the corresponding positive roots. Let AK = A+ r\ AK, Ap~ = A+ n AP. Let y" . . . , yr be constructed as in Harish-Chandra [2] (see also Helgason [3] or Wallach [9] ). In particular yx, . . . ,yr satisfy:
(i) Yi is the smallest element of Ap and y, < • • • < yr and y, ± fj G A for all I < i <j < r.
(ii) r is the split rank of g. (a) cr|y ■» -\ y, for some 1 < j < r, (b) a|r = i(y, -yj) for some 1 < j < i < r, (c) a|r = 0.
(iv) If a G A^ then a|6-is in one of the following possible forms: (a) a|6-= \ y, for some 1 < i < r, (b) a|r = ¿(y, + y,) for some 1 < i < j < r. (v) If An = (a G A|a|¡,-= 0} then Aq c Ak (see (iii)). If a G Aq then a ± y, G A for any / = 1, . . . , r. If a G A then at most one of a ± y,-is in A for each i. In particular the y, are all extreme for the adjoint representation of gc on gc hence B{Hy¡, Try,) = B{Hyp Hyf) for all i,j (cf. Moore [5] ).
For proofs of these results see Harish-Chandra [2].
Let p+ = 2aeA;ga, p~ = 2aeA?g_a. Then [p+, p+) = [p~, p~] = 0 and ad(£c)p-c P~.
Lemma 2.1. Let A0 = {a G A|a|p-# ± \y¡for any /}. (i) A0 is a subsystem of A {that is if a, ß G A0, a + ß G A í/ie« a + ß G A0, if a G A0, a G A).
(ii) If $ c Ais a subsystem so that A0 C $ then <E> = A0 or $ = A.
Proof. Let Ä,. = Hj(yt, y,> (here <X, it> = B(iïA, ^) for X, ju G b*). Let /io = 2'_ iA,-a G A0 if and only if a{H0) = ± 1 or 0. a G A -A0 if and only if a{H0) = ± \. This clearly implies (i).
Let 7j = exp(27T/' ad H0). Then t/ is an involutive automorphism of gc. If (ii) p°c = p0+ © p0 with p0+ = p° n P+ andpö = p°c n p~.
(iii) //" &5 = b+ n g° fAe« bo" © b~ ¿s a Carian subalgebra of Q°c.
Proof. [q°c, q°c] is semisimple (see the proof of Lemma 2.1). Since g° is an ideal of [g°, q°c], q°c is semisimple. Using the results of Moore [5] it is clear that the restricted root system of g° relative to a maximal abelian subalgebra of g°i s connected. Hence g° is simple. The rest of the proof of this lemma is quite easy and left to the reader. Q.E.D. Let pj+ and pj denote p->c f) f+ and pyc ní' respectively.
3. A theorem of Schmid. We retain the notation of §2. Since [p~, p~] = 0 we see that U{p~) the universal enveloping algebra of p" is isomorphic with the symmetric algebra on p~. Hence U{p~) is graded by degree. Let UJ{p~) be the homogeneous elements of degree j. lc acts on p~ by the adjoint representation, hence on U{p~) by derivations still denoted ad. We also need Lemma 3.3. w, G U{pö) {see Lemma 2.2 for notation).
Proof, w, G UJ{p~)n* n t/OOy If *" G ga -{0} has been chosen for each a G A then UJ{p~\ is spanned by the elements of the forms X_ßX_ß • • ■ X_ß, 2^=i ßj = 2^=i y,. Lemma 2.3 now implies the result.
4. The representations Va. We retain the notation of the previous sections.
Let n+ = 2aeA + ga, n~ = 2aSA + g_a. Let U = i/(gc) be the universal enveloping algebra of gc. The Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt theorem implies that U = t/(b) © {n~U + Un+) (here Í7(b) is the universal enveloping algebra of b). Let P: U -* U{lf) be the corresponding projection. If A G b* extend A to a homomorphism of i/(b) to C in the usual fashion. Let for g G U, |A(g) = A{P{g)). If / G U* and x G U define {x -f){g)= f{gx). Then U* becomes a {/-module. Let for A G b*, Va = U ■ £A. Then Va is an irreducible gc module (see Wallach [10] ). Let a be the conjugation of gc relative to g (that is a{X + iY) = X -iY for X, Y E g). Let tj: U^ U be defined by: tj(1) = 1, t){X) = -a{X), X G gc, V{xy) = rj(y)r,{x) for x,y G U. Proof. We note that T)(n+) = n" and i?(n") = n+. Thus P{r¡{u)) = r¡{P{u)), u e U. If A G bR then r\{h) = b 0'bR C g). Hence A(A) = <7r(A)t>0, t>0> = <u0> w(A)%> =A(A) for A G bR. Hence A G bR. Now Q.E.D.
In this paper we will study some very special A. In a later paper in this series we will study the most general A for which the form defined in Lemma 4.1 can be positive definite.
Let A, be defined by We will be studying only A of the form zA, with z G C. We now come to the critical observation. any / we see that/is of degree at most k -1 by the inductive hypothesis. We note that the argument above also shows that the terms in the sum on the right-hand side of (*) with a, ^ ßk are polynomials of degree k -1 or less in z. We may relabel so that a,, . . . , as = ßk> as+J ¥= ßu,j = 1, . . . , k -s. [Eyr, ur] = ur_xHy + j (yr, yr)crur_x + 2 waEa with wa G U{p~) and cr is the order of Cr = {a G Aj£|a|ç-= j(y. -y,) /or some j < r).
Proof.
"V-2 aßi...ßE_ßr ■■ E_^. cr the order of Cr. Since [is^, «r_, £_YJ = ur_xHy the result now follows. Q.E.D.
We can now prove our main result. We return to the original assumptions on g (that is we do not necessarily assume that A0 = A). If w G W let e{w){g) = 0(g) • w. e{w): U-> WA. e{w){p~U) = 0, p+e{w) = 0. Let ZA = U-e(I^A). We note that as a gc module ZA is equivalent with Va. This is an easy consequence of Theorem 3.1 in Wallach [10] .
Suppose now < , > is a Hermitian form on ZA such that (X • v, w} = -<t>, Xw} for X G Q. Then (xe{w), ye{v)} = <ij(y)xe{w), e(t>)>. Now t/(P+) = P~, VÍP~) = P+-Hence we see (T¡(y)xE{w), e(u)> = <ß(Tj(v)x)e(w), e{v)}. Now if u G U{îc) then ue{w) = e{uw) (indeed, {u ■ e{w)){g) = e{w){gu) = Q{gu)w = Q{g)uw = e{uw){g)). Hence (3) (xe{w),ye{v)} = <e{(Q(r,(y)x)w), e(t>)>. Now in particular (Xe{w), e(u)> = -<e(w), Xe{v)}. Hence {w, v) = <e(w), e(t>)> defines a ï-invariant Hermitian form on WA. Thus A = zA, + Ag, z G R. Since for z G R there is a unique (up to scalar multiple) invariant Hermitian form on WA we see that if we fix a positive definite Hermitian form on WA, {, ) then up to scalar multiple < , > is given by (4) (xe{v),ye{w)} = {Q{r,{y)x)v, w).
Let TA(w)t> = Q{u)v for u G U, v G WA. Then we see Lemma 6.1. A necessary and sufficient condition for Va (= ZA) to be Q-infinitesimally unitary is that rA{-q{y)y) be a positive semidefinite operator for y G U.
We now note that if z G U{tc) then AÍVÍyz)yz) = TAir¡{z)r¡{y)yz) = ta(tj(z))ta(ii(» y)rA{z).
But (ta(t/(z))u, w) = {t]{z)v, w) = {v, zw) for v, w G WA, z G U{tc). Hence if z G U{îc) then ta(tj(z)) = ta(z)* (Hermitian adjoint). Hence We will return to the general question of when Va is g-infinitesimally unitary in a later paper in this series.
7. Relations with the Weil representation. Let G be the metaplectic group Mp{n, R). That is, G is a double covering of Sp{n, R) {Sp{2n, R) to some). Recall that Sp{n, R) is the group of all 2« X 2« real matrices satisfying gJ'g = J with 1-7 0." Let g be the Lie algebra of Mp{n, R) (or SP{n, R)). Then as is well known g is simple and satisfies the hypotheses of §2 (cf. Helgason [3] ).
We fix the Cartan involution on g, 9{X) = -'X. Then I is isomorphic with the Lie algebra of the unitary group. In this case I = r = n. Furthermore the roots (in the notation of §2) are given as follows:
(l)A;={i(y. + y)|l < /</<«}, (2)A-={i(y,.-y)|l< j < i < n). We first recall the definition of the Weil representation. Let (, ) be the standard inner product on R". Let R2" be looked upon as column vectors
[J], x,vGR". Let G, be the commutator subgroup of G0. Then v. G, -» S/>(n, R) is a double covering. This gives a realization of Mp{n, R). The Weil representation is given by taking an isomorphism W of Mp{n, R) with G,.
{W, L2{R")) then defines a representation of Mp{n, R). We note that the space of C00 vectors of the representation (T, L2(R")) is S(R") the Schwartz space of R". By definition of G0, W{g): S(R") -> S(R") for g G Mp{n, R). It is easily checked that S (R") is (at least) contained in the space of C°° vectors for (if, L2(R")). Thus W induces a representation of Mp{n, R) on S (R"). We normalize the homomorphism of Mp{n, R) into G0 as follows: let n be the subalgebra of g consisting of matrices of the form Z{X) = X 0 'X = X, X, nX n, and n the subalgebra consisting of matrices of the form Z{X) = 0 X 'X = X, X, nX n.
Define for X a real n X n symmetric
Then {l)fi{X)T{z,t)vL{X)-1 = T{exp{Z{X))z,t), (2) ^T{z, O^"1 = T{-Jz,t). From (1), (2) we find {3)<»ii{X)^-iT{z, t)<€ii{X)-^-x = 7(exp(Z(-A-))z, t).
It is not hard to check that G, is the closure in G0 of the subgroup generated by the ¡x{X) and ^(X)^"1, X running through the n X n symmetric matrices.
We normalize W by (4) W{exp{Z{X))) = p(X), Theorem 7.2. Let L2{M",k(R)) = {/ G L2{M"¿{R))\f(Xg) = fi*) for g G 0{k)} {0{k) is the orthogonal group of Rk). Let Tk{g) = rVk{g)\^Kkm: Then with an appropriate choice of b and A+, {Tk, L0{Mnk{R)) gives a realization of V~(k/2)A* k = 1, 2, ... . {The choices will be clear in the course of the proof.)
Proof. We will also use the notation Wn for the differential of W" on S (R"). Then
(1) W"{Z{X))f{z) = i{Xz, z)f{z)/2 for / G S(R") and 'X = X, X and n X n matrix.
(2) {W"{Z{X))f) = (//2)2 Xyd'f/dZjdzj for/ G S(R"), 'X = X.
We This implies that Wk is b-finite and the weights of Wk are bounded above relative to A+. Since Wk is unitary this implies that {Wk, L2{Mnk{R)) splits into a countable direct sum of irreducible unitary representations with highest weights. Using (10) and the fact that relative to the above order of A+, y¡{hj) = 28¡j. To prove the theorem it is enough to show (11) If / G 27 C\pj (algebraic sum) satisfies (i)/(Ag)«/(*)forgeO(*), (iï)Wnk{n+)f=0, then/= c</>0, c G C.
Using (1), (2) it is easy to find W{n+).
W(n+) = 2 C( 2 AfAf j +2 C( 2 AJA A (12) ij-i \l=\ j \<s<r<n \/=l / Let % = 2 C^y (algebraic sum). If / G %, then <i>0-1/ is a polynomial function on Mnk(R). Let 9{Mnk{R)) be the space of all polynomial functions on Mnk{R) then clearly % = 9{Mnk(R))<¡>0. Using this observation (11) reduces to (13) If/GÍP(A/n.,(R))and (i) 2*_, dJ/dXydXg = 0,i,l=l,...,n, (ii) 2*_, XrJdf/dXjj = 0, 1< / < r < n, {iii) f{Xg)=f{X) for g G 0{k).
